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The losses of gold in the slag were generally small. For the losses by cupel absorption, see below, p. 508. In general the lead buttons should be large, to facilitate the removal of the tellurium in cupellation.
For assay of tellurides by scorification see p. 517.
(2) Cupellation.—This operation is conducted in a muffle furnace, the construction of which is shown in Figs. 210, 211, p. 529. The fire is lighted, a little bone-ash is sprinkled on the floor of the muffle to prevent its corrosion by litharge in case of the upsetting of a cupel, and the cupels introduced as soon as a bright red heat is attained. The cupels are cleaned by gentle rubbing or blowing before being charged in, and are again cleaned with bellows before the lead is added. They are placed in the furnace one by one, or, better, charged in together on a tray, see below, p. 532.
Cupels are little cups made of bone-ash, and are either round or square. In their manufacture the bone-ash is finely powdered so that it will pass a 40-mesh sieve, then slightly moistened with water (to which a little carbonate of potash is sometimes added), put into a mould (Fig. 216), and compressed by the blows of a mallet, or, better still, by means of a screw press, so as to cohere firmly. The mould is preferably made of steel, as gun-metal wears sooner, and an uneven surface is disadvantageous. It is kept clean, bright and smooth, and the sides should be tapered upwards slightly to facilitate the removal of the cupel without injury. Cupels must be dried very carefully and slowly, but completely, as otherwise cracks appear when they are heated, and loss is thereby occasioned. The cupels at the Koyal Mint are made several months before being used, and are dried slowly on shelves at some distance from the furnaces. More rapid drying has been tried on many occasions with less satisfactory results. Nevertheless fair results, but not the best, can be obtained when using cupels only a few days' old. If too much water is used in mixing the bone-ash, the cupels lose part of their porosity ; if too little is used they are too soft and crumble readily. About 6 or 7 per cent, of water answers very well. Care must be taken to preserve cupels from the access of nitrous or other acid fumes. These are absorbed by the bone-ash and given out in the furnace so that they are liable to cause spitting. Lengthened heating of an hour or more in the muffle before charging in the lead buttons will prevent loss from this cause. It is always advisable to heat cupels for 15 minutes after they have attained the temperature of the muffle bef ore charging in the lead buttons.
Bone-ash of good quality is supplied by several makers. It may be prepared1 by carefully calcining clean knuckle-bones. The crude bone-ash is crushed through a 30-mesh sieve, and recalcined. Caustic lime and carbonate of lime are next removed by lixiviation with ammonium chloride, and the bone-ash, after thorough washing and drying, is graded by sieving, and is then ready for use. The old German assayers of the 16th century used a mixture of two parts of wood ashes and one part of bone-ash, chiefly on account of the scarcity of bone-ash.2 For this mixture, it was necessary to use well-boiled beer, or white of egg or a solution of glue, to make the cupel coherent, but pure bone-ash coheres if water alone is used to moisten it. Sometimes the surface of the cupels consisted of pure bone-ash.
In order to test the effect of the size of the particles of bone-ash on the absorption of silver and gold, the author made the following experiments.
1  Bettel, J. Chem. Met. and Mug. Soc. ofS. Africa, 1899, 2, 599.
2  L. Ercker, Erszt und Bergwerksartcn, Frankfort, 3 580, Bk. i., Chap. v.

